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Abstract 
Some aspects of the Law of system completeness appearance in technical, information and economic systems are considered in 
the report. The main system elements revelation technique including a set of criteria for checking of model adequacy to a real 
system is being proposed. Special attention is being paid to control parameters and control element revelation and its relation 
with background. A lot of examples are analyzed. It is considered a way of mistake avoiding while main system elements 
revealing and mistakes of the following analysis. 
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1. Introduction 
The law of system completeness was proposed by G.Altshuller in the 1st revision of laws of technical system 
evolution. This law specifies system vitality in the time of its creation. How much the specified elements 
corresponds to the real (artificial) object defines the efficiency of the following system analysis. While analyzing of 
a system according to the law of system completeness it is possible to make ambiguity or sometimes even serious 
mistakes. Criteria are required to find if the analysis is correct.  
2. The law of system completeness – Altshuller’s words  
We propose to quote Altshuller from [1]. “…Every new technical system must be examined. A very strict 
“committee”- life, practice - examines it. The “committee” asks meticulously: “What is this? Oh, this is an engine! 
Let’s see how it works in this system… So, results are satisfactory. And what is that? That is a transmission from the 
engine to the actuator. The transmission is very good. We may put an excellent mark! And where are control 
elements? Are there only two buttons? But if work conditions changed? If a breakage happened? Hum, only bad 
mark. 
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The “committee” has the following rule: only those systems pass the test which did not get bad marks. An 
excellent or a good mark, quantity of marks - does not matter. 
It is needed, that system be able to work collectively, though satisfactorily. It seems strange but at first almost all 
modern technical systems had satisfactory marks. The first steamship had a very weak and voracious steam 
machine, engine-to-wheel flange transmission took most of the energy and the work of the wheels was not good too. 
But such systems promised well because the combination was perfect, all parts worked inefficient but together.  
A technical system is similar to an orchestra, to a sports team and is good when all “parties” plays organically, 
harmoniously. That is why all forces of inventors are aimed at looking for a “formula of system” – the best 
combination of parts. This is the first stage in life of a system…”. 
Here some questions appear: “When must we give a satisfactory mark or a bad mark?”  
3. An orchestra?! 
We may consider an airplane as an example. It is known that a plane must have wings to fly. But fixed wings 
cannot fly, they must flap, then an engine is required. But the engine does not act upon the wings directly, and then a 
transmission is necessary that is the body. And also a control element is needed. Hence, an airplane must have: 
wings, a body, an engine, and control elements (a throttle grip, a control handle of elevator and a control vane). Can 
we define if such a system with such set of units can fly or not? 
Let’s look at two technical objects: an aircraft of the Wright brothers (see fig.1) and an aircraft of naval officer 
Mozhaysky (see fig. 2). We are going to consider the birth of a system that is why we are looking at these two 
airplanes.  
 
 
 
Figure 1: Aircraft of the Wright Brothers 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Aircraft of Mozhaysky 
 
As is known one of the airplanes flew and the another one only jumped up some meters skyward. What elements 
got unsatisfactory marks and why? That is, there is a more suitable  question: what criteria should we use to estimate 
system elements? TRIZ has such a criterion - as every element can be examined as a separate system which passed 
an evolution way and has ideality. But considering the ideality of elements we should take into account that these 
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elements were aimed at the creation of a concrete system (an aircraft in our case). For a vehicle’s elements there will 
be other criteria, for a submarine’s elements – the third ones, etc. That is it must be “an orchestra”. 
So, the first element we are viewing is an actuator, of course. It is the wing in our example. The useful function 
of the wing is to create lifting force. The additional function is to guide. Let’s see how wings of the first and the 
second aircrafts realized this function. 
Wing lift is specified firstly by the wing’s shape: a plane wing (kite analog) has less lift force than a wing with 
convex shape (see fig.3). By the time of the invention of the airplane fact had been known and checked on air frame. 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Profile of the wing 
 
We must note that wings of the Wright brothers’ airplane were convex while the wings of Mozhaysky’s aircraft 
were plain. They were not even flat as they were so large that to make them that shape was impossible using those 
construction materials.  
The next function is wing controllability. Controllability here is the variability of wing shape to change a position 
of aircraft.  The Wright brothers considered the possibility of bending a wing; it will allow the aircraft to recondition 
horizontal stability during wind blowing. So these wings could be guided. Mozhaysky’s wings did not have such an 
opportunity. 
Now the following element will be examined – an engine. Note that the engine will be viewed together with a 
holder (aircraft propeller). The useful function of the engine is to thrust the aircraft into moving in the air. What 
parameters may characterize this function? They are engine power, power-to-weight ratio, and coefficient of 
efficiency. The engine of the two aircrafts in the example were totally different. The Wrights used combustion 
engine 16 HP, 80 kg. Mozhaysky used steam machine of 150 HP, 280 kg. See these parameters in the table. 
 
 The Wrights Mozhaysky 
Power (HP) 16 150 
Weight (kg) 80 280 
Power-to-weight ratio (HP/kg) 0,2 0,54 
 
Table 1: Engine Parameters. 
 
We see that power and power-to-weight ratio of the engine installed on Mozhaysky’s aircraft is large but it did 
not fly. All researchers blame the engine in particular which did not allow Mozhaysky’s airplane to fly. That is the 
critical parameter of this element was not a parameter of advantage but an extravagant one. This extravagant 
parameter influenced the ideality of the whole system, not only one element through the ideality of another element 
– wing.  To elevate such a big engine large lift force is required. To get large lift force big wings were necessary, but 
big wings are heavy, inefficient and uncontrollable. It was a contradiction which had not been solved. 
Thus for correct analysis it needed to estimate ideality not only of the separate elements of system but ideality of 
their assembly that is the system as a criterion.  
It can be taken into account by estimating undesirable influence of one element of the system on another. 
Hundreds years later we may easily argue what is good and what is bad. Now technical systems also appear and it 
is very important to know what element of the system is a “bottle neck” which prevents the system to be efficient. 
Inventors do not usually have a sample for comparison during the estimating of a new system. All appraisals are 
examined. But any estimation must be based on ideality. That is both advantage and expenses shall be considered. 
We propose to use the easiest graphical model: vertical axis is the advantage, horizontal axis is the expenses. 
Estimation of the system ideality will be placed in a quadrant depending on a balance between the advantage and the 
expenses. The quadrant corresponding to assumed estimation is crosshatched. 
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Figure 4: Graphical estimation of ideality 
 
To estimate the ideality of the whole system it is proposed to create a table where estimations of system elements 
and relations between them are shown in rows. 
 
 Actuator Transmission Engine Control element 
Actuator 
    
Transmission 
    
Engine 
    
Control element 
    
 
Table 2: Estimation of ideality of the whole system 
 
The following sense is laid in ideality estimation in table cells. Ideality estimations of respective system elements 
are placed cornerwise. In cells located out of diagonal ideality estimation of influence of one element on another can 
be found. For example, estimation of influence of the engine on the actuator will be out in the first cell of the third 
row. 
Now we can see a matrix of estimation for aircrafts concerned. 
 
 Actuator Transmission Engine Control element 
Actuator 
    
Transmission 
    
Engine 
    
Control element 
    
 
Table 3: Estimation of ideality of the Wright brothers’ aircraft. 
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 Actuator Transmission Engine Control element 
Actuator 
    
Transmission 
    
Engine 
    
Control element 
    
 
Table 4: Estimation of ideality of Mozhaysky’s aircraft 
 
As an integral estimate of ideality of the whole system we may use maximin criterion. According to this criterion 
the worst estimate is taken for every system. That system will win (“survive”) which the worst estimate is not less 
than “0”.  The Wrights aircraft has the worst estimate “0”, the Mozhaysky’s aircraft has “–“. Hence ideality 
estimation shows that the Wrights aircraft will survive and Mozhaysky’s aircraft will not. You can see in the table 
that the wing is not functional; its inoperativeness appeared over the engine. 
4. Who is who? 
Now we may start discussing a technique of system elements revelation.  
All systems can be divided into 2 big groups: the first group – elements and systems may be revealed more or 
less easily, the second group – it is not so easy to do it. The first systems are airplanes, vehicles, bicycles, etc. That 
is those systems where there are a lot of movable parts, conversion between the different types of energy, these 
systems passed a long way of development. Note that almost all these characteristics can be found in such systems. 
The second group of systems is that where one of above-mentioned characteristics is not available. Examples of the 
second group are following: a lamp, skies, fins, a table, a chair, etc.  
To reveal correctly the elements both of the first and the second group a criterion is required which shows if the 
received model conforms to a real technical (artificial) system or not.  In most cases this criteria may be the 
correspondence of revealed elements of a system to a definition in a dictionary or to a detailed name of the system. 
Let’s consider a “lighting lamp”. The system attribute is “to light” and “to shine”. As per  name of system more 
correct system attribute is “to light”  whereas the main useful function is to give necessary light, target area is 
illuminated surface, surface in particular as it is impossible to light space.  It is evident that a ray of light upward 
directed into the sky will be invisible and will not light anything if the air is non-dusty. Now let’s reveal system 
elements. Actuator: according to the definition of actuator [4] it must be in contact with target object. In a lamp it is 
neither a filament nor a bulb but the ray of light that is photon flux as it is in contact with illuminated surface exactly 
[2]. Transmission is the filament. And what is an engine? The engine is also the filament, but the engine is body of 
filament and transmission is surface of filament. 
Now we would like to consider systems difficult from the point of view of elements revelation: fins and rock 
skies. Unfortunately there is no definition of an artificial system “fins” in the dictionary, only the definition of 
natural system “fins of pinniped” is available. The situation of definition absence in the dictionary is possible for 
new coming systems. In this case it is better to find your own intuitive definition: fins are a device which is 
connected to feet of men (swimmer) to reduce spending of muscular energy while moving in the water. There are 
several system attributes: to swim easily, to expedite swimming, to reduce, to relax forces of swimmer and we 
choose the last variant – to relax a swimmer’s force. The main useful function is the same as the system attribute. 
For the following review it is reasonable to show a sketch. 
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Figure 5: Fins 
 
After defining the system attribute we may consider a target object, that is water, then actuator is fins’ surface 
and transmission is stiffeners which transfer forces from “overshoe” to the fins’ surface. Energy source is man’s foot 
and an engine is “overshoe”. “Overshoe” is a common concept; there are different types of fin binding. The engine 
(“overshoe”) converts mechanical energy of foot into mechanical energy of impact of fins’ surface on water. 
And the last element left that is a control unit. It is one of the most difficult elements to reveal. The difficulty lies 
in the fact that this unit is not evident in all systems. We propose the following technique: at first parameters of each 
system elements are specified, then among them those elements are revealed which can be guided (changed); and at 
last that element which control one or several parameters is defined. A number of such elements which are control 
units is available, Altshuller pointed this out , too. 
Now let’s come back to aircrafts. We will follow the proposed technique. Wings parameters are following: area, 
aerodynamic fineness, expansion (length ratio), centre of gravity, center of pressure, wig shape, etc. These 
parameters were not modified in the first aircrafts except the wing shape of the Wrights aircraft. It was changed by 
twisting (spanning) for horizontal stability of the aircraft. Engine parameters are as follows: power, engine speed, 
coefficient of efficiency, fuel rate, oil flow rate, etc. The first airplanes had two controlled parameters: power and 
engine speed. Both these parameters are guided by one and the same controlled unit, by accelerator footplate or grip 
in our case. 
It should be noted that in classic scheme of system elements illustrating [3] only two system elements are tied 
with external environment: actuator influence the target object and the engine gets energy from energy source (see 
fig.6). 
 
 
 
Figure 6: A scheme of system as per the Law of system completeness (canonical form) 
 
But real technical (artificial) systems have one more element that also interrelates with external environment that 
is control unit. The element of external environment, which the control unit interrelates with, is external control 
(fig.7).  A man acts as a rule as an external control by himself or through a supersystem.  
 
 
 
Figure 7: A scheme of system as per the Law of system completeness (proposed variant) 
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Let’s consider illuminating lamp, it is difficult to find a control unit there. We will follow the above-mentioned 
technique again. The actuator is photon flux, parameters of the actuator are intensity, wave length (colour 
temperature), space angle where photons travels. Theoretically each of these parameters can be changed: intensity 
can be changed by coil incandescence temperature, wave length – by optical filter placed inside or outside the bulb; 
space angle – by reflectors located inside or outside the bulb. 
Then we may offer the following control units for the actuator (photon flux): 
y To change the intensity it can use the same control unit as for a filament (to be considered below); 
y To change wave length it can use mechanical or electronic replacement of filters (or their characteristics); 
y To change space angle it can move the reflector or change the focal distance of the reflector. 
Parameters of the engine and transmission are as follows: filament temperature, resistance, service life. We 
should note that all these parameters will change by means of capabilities of the system, not external environment 
(energy source in this case). So, the temperature of filament can be changed at constant supply voltage either by 
means of filament resistance change or by means of filament shape. For example, filament in the form of coil will 
heat better than the filament stretched as in the coil form neighbouring wreath will heat each other and then the 
whole coil. Usually self-adaptation of resistance depending on the temperature appears in illuminating lamps: while 
increasing the temperature resistance and power drop, then temperature drops too and vice versa. But it happens 
within the short range. It is not clear how to change specially filament resistance on-line. So we may propose control 
unit only for filament shape modification: 
y to modify filament shape (for temperature change) we may use compressor-expander of the filament by 
means of action of magnetic forces for example. 
Though there are no critical limits for usage of such control units there are limits related to ideality. Control units 
modifying the above-mentioned parameters are difficult and expensive but functionality increases in a minor way.     
Let’s come back to fins and determine control units there. We will use the technique mentioned again.  The 
actuator acts on the surface of the fins. Actuator parameters are as follows: area, extension, shape in side-face, 
integral rigidity, elastic distribution along the length, speed of rigidity change, speed of rigidity recovery, etc. Let’s 
consider how we can manage some of these parameters. Fin area can be changed, stretching or constricting them, 
but their rigidity will also change. Also rigidity may be changed by fabricating the fins of sections which overlap 
each other. If the area is small they overlap, if big - they do not overlap (see fig.8). Rigidity can be modified by 
means of adding of piezo-fiber. 
 
 
 
Figure 8: Double fins 
 
Applying different stress on this fiber we will get different rigidity. The same decision was realized by Head 
Company in their rock skies with chip intelligent system. Then we may offer the following control unit for fins: 
battery and controller of stress. Changing of the stress a swimmer will choose optimal fins rigidity.  
5. Summary 
It is proposed the technique of estimation of system elements functionality based on ideality analysis of not only 
elements themselves but also interrelation between them. Moreover the ideality is offered to be estimated over the 
quadrant where the estimated element falls into a binary space “advantage-expenses”. 
Besides the technique of validity check of revealed system elements is proposed. This technique is based on 
correspondence of found elements to dictionary definition or to its detailed name. 
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It is suggested to add an element of external environment “external control” acting on the control unit in the 
scheme of basic system elements and their relations with the environment.  
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